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The nonlinear response is investigated for a space-fractional quantum mechanical system subject to a
static electric field. Expressions for the polarizability and hyperpolarizability are derived from the fractional Schrödinger equation in the particle-centric view for a three-level model constrained by the generalized Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn sum rule matrix elements. These expressions resemble those for a semirelativistic system, where the reduction of the maximum linear and nonlinear static response is attributed
to the functional dependence of the canonical position and momentum commutator. As examples, a
clipped quantum harmonic oscillator potential and slant well potential are studied. The linear and first
nonlinear response to the perturbing field are shown to decrease as the space fractionality is moved further below unity, which is caused by a suppression of the dipole transition moments. These results illustrate the importance of dimensionality and the order of the kinetic momentum operator which affect the
strength of a system’s optical response. © 2016 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes:
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1. INTRODUCTION
The nonlinear electronic response to a perturbing electric field
can be derived from fundamental quantum mechanics applied
to the standard Schrödinger equation.[1] Sixteen years ago
Kuzyk [2] discovered limits to the nonlinear optical coefficients
based on the Hamiltonian found in the standard Schrödinger
equation with a real, spatial-dependent potential. Since that
time, there has been an observed gap between the fundamental limit and the dipolar response coefficients from numerical
optimizations as well as a larger gap between the fundamental limit and those coefficients determined experimentally from
real molecules.[3] Many new strategies have been employed
by researchers in recent years to bridge both of these gaps
such as using Monte Carlo simulations to optimize mechanical
potentials,[4, 5] studying quantum graphs as nonlinear optical
materials that correlate the topology to the response,[6, 7] placing prongs on nanowires and conjugated molecules that cause
a phase disruption,[8] using conjugation as a means to scale
molecules and increase the linear and nonlinear coefficients,[9–
11] and synthesizing twisted molecules.[12, 13]
Investigators have recently proposed the necessity for more
exotic Hamiltonians due to the gap between the numerical

simulations and the fundamental limit.[14–16] It was previously shown using the relativistically corrected Thomas-ReicheKuhn (TRK) sum rule [17, 18] that the fundamental limits to
the nonlinear-optical coefficients were smaller than the nonrelativistic limits due to the inclusion of higher-order momentum operators reducing the total oscillator strength.[19] The
space-fractional Schrödinger equation [20] has a kinetic energy
term that acts on the spatial coordinates via the Riesz fractional
derivative.[21] The canonical momentum acts as a fractional
derivative operator on functions of position which changes
the commutation relations and suppresses the net oscillator
strength. The limit derived from the standard Schrödinger
equation is used to define the apparent intrinsic hyperpolarizability to compare the hyperpolarizablity from the fractional
Schrödinger equation with standard systems in linear space. Because the limit to the hyperpolarizability from the fractional
Schrödinger equation depends on the fractionality of space, it
is shown to be more appropriate to study the apparent intrinsic
hyperpolarizability.
Some applications of the fractional Schrödinger equation to
fundamental physics have previously been investigated such as
calculations of the observed baryon spectrum at low energy,[22]
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an analytical model for ground-state band spectra of even-even
nuclei,[23] liquid helium in nanoporous media,[24] and superfluids in capillary tubes as realizations of probability transport
of relativistic particles.[25] The results from this study could be
used to validate and fine tune the parameters of some proposed
applications of the fractional Schrödinger equation via the sensitivity of nonlinear processes to dimensionality.

2. THEORY
The nonlinear optical response of a system described by the
fractional Schrödinger equation has yet to be considered. Studying the sensitivity of the hyperpolarizability to the degree of
spatial fractionality gives new insights to the observed response
of quantum systems with space-fractional operators. The fractional Schrödinger equation was first derived sixteen years ago
by Laskin through a generalization of the path integral formulation via a Lévy-type stochastic motion.[26, 27] The spacefractional Schrödinger equation for a single particle is given as
Ĥα ψ = Eψ,

(1)

the fractional derivative based on the even-ordered Laplace operator and used in the fractional Schrödinger equation.[20] Similar to the previous analogy, finite difference approximations of
second-order differential equations are often performed with
a central difference approximation of the second-order derivative, which can be used for fast numerical schemes to solve
the one-dimensional standard Schrödinger equation. This central difference approximation ensures symmetry of the Laplace
operator and preserves Hermiticity. Likewise, fractionalizing
the second-order derivative using the Riesz definition also preserves the Hermiticity regardless of whether the Riesz fractional derivative is given in integral or differential form.
It is well-known that the nonlinear optical coefficients for
a system subject to a static field can be determined via timeindependent perturbation theory of the standard Schrödinger
equation.[29] Likewise, the nonlinear response to a static field
of a space-fractional quantum system may also be determined
via time-independent perturbation theory. The Hamiltonian of
(0)

the perturbed system may be written as Ĥα = Ĥα
where

(0)
Hα

Ĥα ( x, p) =

| p|
+ V ( x) .
2m

pert

V̂α
(2)

Here, ψ is the wavefunction, E is the energy, m is the rest mass,
and V ( x̂ ) is the potential. The parameter β = 2α is real with
α → 1 corresponding to the standard Schrödinger equation.
It is often convenient to study one-dimensional systems that
reduce a highly indexed tensor to a single diagonal component.
The Hamiltonian along a single fractionalized direction is
Ĥα ( x̂, p̂) =

p̂2
+ V ( x̂ ) ,
2m

(3)

which is given in terms of the fractional coordinate x̂. The
canonical position and momentum are respectively given in
terms of the fractional spatial coordinate and space-fractional
derivative,
(
)
h̄ 1−α α
x̂ =
(4)
| x | sign ( x ) ,
mc
(
)α α
h̄
∂
p̂ = −imc
,
(5)
mc
∂x α
where ∂α /∂x α is the fractional derivative.[28] The constants in
Eqs. 4 and 5 maintain proper dimensions. Note that we have
used the well-known constants for the rest mass of an electron
m, speed of light in vacuum c, and reduced Planck constant h̄
to maintain the consistency of dimensions; however, any constants can be used that preserve the dimensions.
Note that there are several definitions of the fractional
derivative which are all correct for the range of order over
which they are defined. For fractional derivatives that are of
positive order and less than one, the fractional derivative definitions are typically denoted as left- and right-sided derivatives.
This notation for the direction is based on the integer value
at the extreme of the derivative’s range, where the first-order
derivative is an odd operator. For finite difference calculations
of differential equations, the first-order derivative is often taken
with a direction, e.g. upwinding, where the same is true for a
fractional derivative of order (0, 1]. The Riesz definition of the
(
) β/2
fractional derivative, i.e. −∇2
for 1 < β ≤ 2 with β = 2α is

pert

+ V̂α

,

is the right-hand-side of Eq. 2 and

where the fractional Hamiltonian is
β

2

= eE x̂.

(6)

Here, e is the charge of an electron and E is a constant electric
field. Note that the perturbing field to be “turned on” is taken
as a constant in fractional space.
The fractional Schrödinger equation is the generalization of
a second-order differential equation. Because bound states exist for particles in potential wells, the generalization to quantum systems modeled with the fractional Schrödinger equation
greatly depends on the choice of the well location with respect
to the origin for non-integer α. Thus, a particle-centric model
is adopted for the remainder of this study, where the origin is
located at the ground state expectation value.
Following the same scheme as Sakurai,[30] the second- and
third-order energy shifts from time-independent perturbation
theory are
)
) (
(
pert
pert
V̂α
V̂α
′
k0
0k
E (2) = ∑
,
(7)
E
k0
k
(

and
E (3) =

∑
k,ℓ

′

pert

V̂α

)

(
0k

pert

Vα

) (
kℓ

pert

)

V̂α

Ek0 Eℓ0

ℓ0 ,

(8)

where Eij = Ei − Ej and the prime denotes the sum over all
states except the ground state. Shorthand
notation
⟨
⟩ was introduced in Eqs. 7 and 8 where Ôij =

i(0) Ô j(0)

and O ij =

Ôij − δij Ô00 with δ representing the Kronecker delta function.
(0)

(1)

(2)

The ground state energy is given as E0 = E0 + E0 + E0 +

(3)

E0 + · · · and the nth order scalar response to the static field is
given by
P ∂n
(9)
E (E ) ,
κ (n) =
(n)! ∂E n 0
where P is the permutation operator and the dipole moment
is defined as d = d(0) + ∑n=1 κ (n) E n . Note that the number
of permutations of the input fields is equal to (n + 1)!. The permanent dipole term, d(0) , has been treated separately due to the
particle-centric view placing the ground state expectation value
of the particle at the origin.
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Substituting Eq. 6 into Eqs. 7 and 8 shows that the nthorder correction to the ground state energy corresponds to an
nth-order field term. The respective scalar polarizability, and
scalar hyperpolarizability are given as
κ (1) = 2e2

( x̂ )0k ( x̂ )k0
,
Ek0

(10)

( x̂ )0k ( x )kℓ ( x̂ )ℓ0
.
Ek0 Eℓ0

(11)

∑
k

and
κ (2) = 3e3

∑

′

k,ℓ

′

The bar operator in Eq. 11 may be ignored in this treatment because the origin is placed at the ground state expectation value.
The maximum value of the hyperpolarizability is wellknown for α = 1.[2, 3] The commutation relation between the
canonical position and momentum operators, [ x̂, p̂], does not
necessarily reduce to the constant ih̄, where properties from integer calculus such as the Leibniz rule and chain rule do not
take the same form in fractional calculus. It follows that the
TRK sum rule [31–33] for a space-fractional quantum system
also has a more general form than that obtained from a mechanical Hamiltonian in the standard Schrödinger equation. In general, we may evaluate the fractional TRK sum rule for a single
particle by evaluating the elements of the commutator matrix
for known wavefunctions,
(
)
[ [
]]
⟨k| x̂, Ĥα , x̂ |ℓ⟩ = ⟨n| 2x̂ Ĥα x̂ − Ĥα x̂2 − x̂2 Ĥα |ℓ⟩ . (12)
The (k, ℓ) element on the right-hand-side of Eq. 12 may be
rewritten using closure to give the fractional TRK sum rule as
∞

∑ (x̂)kq (x̂)qℓ

[
Eq −

q =0

=

1
( E + Eℓ )
2 k

]

h̄2
λ (α, k, ℓ) ,
4m

(13)

where
(
λ (α, k, ℓ) = ⟨k |

1 2 ∂2α
1 ∂2α 2
∂2α
ξ̂
+
ξ̂ − ξ̂ 2α ξ̂
2α
2α
2 ∂x
2 ∂x
∂x

)

|ℓ⟩

(14)

and ξ̂ = | x |α sign ( x ).
It is well-known that the maximum hyperpolarizability can
be achieved from the TRK sum rule by allowing an N -level system to approach an (N − 1)-level system, which is achieved
by forcing the highest transition energy to approach infinity. A
previous study on√
multi-level systems predicts this maximum
to increase as the N, where these systems achieve the maximum by assuming degenerate low-lying states while letting the
highest state’s energy approach infinity.[15] There are currently
no known potentials that allow such energy-level separations.
The maximum hyperpolarizability derived from the TRK sum
rule with only three levels has traditionally been regarded as
the fundamental limit and is the common method used to compare hyperpolarizabilities.
The largest fractional transition moment occurs when all of
the oscillator strength is in the transition between the ground
state to first excited state. This is observed from the (0, 0) TRK
sum rule,
∞
h̄2
E10 |( x̂ )10 | =
λ (α, 0, 0) − ∑ Eq0 ( x̂ )q0
2m
q =2
2

2

.

(15)

3

The largest, positive transition moment between the ground
state and first excited state that is allowed by the TRK sum rule
is given by
√
h̄
max
x̂10
= √
λ (α, 0, 0).
(16)
2mE10
Note that because all transition moments are assumed to be real,
and because Hermiticity is preserved by the fractional Riesz operator, the fractional transition moments must have the property ( x̂ )ij = ( x̂ ) ji .
To reduce the number of parameters, it is useful to define
the transition energy ratio, E = E10 /E20 , and the ratio of the
ground state to first excited state relative to the maximum value,
max . Multiplying both sides of the latter equation
X̂ = | x̂10 | / x̂10
max gives
by x̂10
x̂10 = √

h̄
X̂
2mE10

√

λ (α, 0, 0).

(17)

The remaining transition moments may be expressed in terms
of X, E, and λ from the (0, 1), (0, 2), (0, 0), and (1, 1) elements of the TRK sum rule. The expressions for these sum-ruleconstrained transition moments for a three-level model are
√ (
)√
h̄
x̂20 = √
E 1 − X̂ 2
λ (α, 0, 0)
(18)
2mE10
√
√
h̄
E
X̂ 2 λ (α, 0, 0) + λ (α, 1, 1)
(19)
x̂12 = √
2mE10 1 − E
[
√
√
E−2
h̄
1 − X̂ 2
√
x11 = √
X̂ 2 λ (α, 0, 0) + λ (α, 1, 1)
2mE10
X̂
1−E
]
1 λ (α, 1, 0)
− √
(20)
X̂ λ (α, 0, 0)
[
√
1 − 2E
h̄
X̂
√
√
x22 = √
X̂ 2 λ (α, 0, 0) + λ (α, 1, 1)
2mE10
1 − E 1 − X̂ 2
√
]
E
λ (α, 2, 0)
√
.
−
(21)
1 − X̂ 2 λ (α, 0, 0)
Substituting these transition moment expressions into Eqs.
10 and 11, the space-fractional polarizability and hyperpolarizability for the three-level model reduce to
κ (1) =

(
)]
e2 h̄2 [ 2
2
2
X̂
+
E
1
−
X̂
λ (α, 0, 0)
2
mE10

(22)

and
κ (2)

3 e3 h̄3
= √
2 2m3 E7

[
X̂

√

(
)
1 − X̂ 2 (1 − E)3/2 2 + 3E + 2E2

10

√

× λ (α, 0, 0) X̂ 2 λ (α, 0, 0) + λ (α, 1, 1)
√
− X̂ λ (α, 0, 0)λ (α, 1, 0)
]
√
√
7/2
2
λ (α, 0, 0)λ (α, 2, 0) .
− 1 − X̂ E

(23)

When α → 1, the Hamiltonian from the standard Schrödinger
equation is retrieved, where λ (α → 1, i, i ) → 1 and
λ (α → 1, i, j) → 0 for i ̸= j. The maximum polarizability for the
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Fig. 1. The potential well (dashed) and first five wavefunctions (solid) for a CQHO (top) and SW (bottom) potential for different α.

case of α → 1 occurs when X̂ = 1 for any value of E. The max√
imum hyperpolarizability when α → 1 occurs when X̂ = −4 3
and E → 0 which gives
√
√
N3
(2)
4
3 3
.
(24)
κmax,α→1 = 3e h̄
7
m3 E10
For the case of non-integer α, the TRK sum rule elements depend on the wavefunctions. Thus, the generalized maximum
(2)

of the hyperpolarizability, κmax,α , also depends on α as well as
the wavefunctions.
The diagonal matrix elements λ (α, 0, 0) and λ (α, 1, 1) can
change the magnitude of the response, where these values approach unity when α approaches unity. This vanishing of the
wavefunction dependence of the fundamental limits of nonlinear optical coefficients for α = 1 is due to the TRK sum rule
resulting in a constant for the standard Schrödinger equation
with a mechanical Hamiltonian. The momentum operator for
α ̸= 1 in the kinetic energy that results in modified limits to
the optical response illustrate the importance of the momentum operator in space-fractional systems. Thus, it appears that
the limit for α = 1 is a special case that allows for such a simple expression with no wavefunction dependence, where systems that can be described by the space-fractional Schrödinger
equation can have nonlinear optical coefficients that are much
smaller.
The terms that contain the parameters λ (α, 1, 0) and
λ (α, 2, 0) in Eq. 23 directly subtract from the non-vanishing
term in the α → 1 limit. Large enough values of the offdiagonal λ matrix can give a negative result, although it is
noted that these off-diagonal elements can be of either sign and
are expected to be negligible. Because the hyperpolarizability
is an odd coefficient, the value can either be negative or positive depending upon the chosen positive direction of the axis

relative to the shape of the potential. For large, positive, offdiagonal λ parameters, it appears that this sign could flip such
that large positive coefficients can become large negative coefficients, which appears to be an unreasonable shift.
A similar strange behavior of the limit to the hyperpolarizability under the three-level ansatz has also been observed for
systems with relativistic kinetic energies. Here, the hyperpolarizability was also derived from the TRK sum rule under the
three-level ansatz, where many additional parameters are introduced from higher-order momentum operators in the kinetic
energy via the Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation. A more indepth study of the functional forms for larger numbers of included states (and the corresponding λ parameters) may be
necessary in the future to fully understand the consequences
of forcing a three-level model to arrive at Eq. 23 for spacefractional quantum systems.
Note that this formulation only considers the fractional
Schrödinger equation using the Riesz fractional derivative of
order (1, 2]. When α is larger than unity (β > 2), regardless of
being an integer value, the canonical momentum depends on
the kinetic momentum to a power greater than unity; however
a definition of the fractional differential operator different from
the Riesz definition is necessary to describe the phenomena.
Several new definitions of higher-order fractional derivatives
have recently been introduced based on finite differences.[34]
These definitions are based on the highest integer derivative associated with the upper bound of α. For example, for a fractional derivative ∂ β /∂x β with a range of 0 < β ≤ 3, the definition is based on the finite difference form of ∂3 /∂x3 , which
is not symmetric. Likewise, the definition of the fractional
derivative with range 0 < β ≤ 4 is based on the central difference of ∂4 /∂x4 , which is an even operator resulting in a Hermitian matrix for real x. Thus, we would expect that spacefractional systems generalizing the one-dimensional standard
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app
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0.0
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where ω is the angular frequency. The fractional offset of the
potential in Eq. 25 is
(
)
h̄ 1−α α
b̂ =
(26)
|b| sign (b) ,
mc
where b is the offset to the standard CQHO potential and ensures the particle-centric view such that x̂00 = 0. The other
asymmetric potential chosen for this study is the fractional slant
well (SW) given by
 (
)
 A x̂ − b̂
for x̂ > b̂
(27)
V ( x̂ ) =

∞
for x̂ ≤ b̂.
The potential and first five wavefunctions of the fractional
CQHO and SW potentials are shown in Fig. 1 for increasing
α. Because a finite difference scheme is used to approximate
the Hamiltonian, the fractional quantum Riesz derivative is not
represented in integral form. Rather the finite difference representation is obtained by fast approximation using the half sum
of the left- and right-sided Caputo derivatives.[35] The CQHO
potential as a function of the canonical position approaches the
SW as a function of the position x; however, the canonical momentum decreases the order of the differential operator. Note
that the potential increasingly scales in x as α decreases due to
the speed of light being taken as the inverse of the fine structure
constant. Arbitrary constants can also be used to preserve the
dimensions of the fractional Schrödinger equation that adjust
this scaling without affecting the intrinsic response.
The intrinsic hyperpolarizability is used to compare the nonlinear response of a quantum system to other systems of arbitrary scale, potential shape, and class that are all described
by the standard Schrödinger equation. The maximum hyperpolarizability for a fractional quantum systems has additional
dependencies given by the λ matrix which makes the true in(2)

trinsic hyperpolarizability, κint = κ (2) /κmax,α , less intuitive. A
simple parameter that compares the nonlinear response of systems described by the fractional Schrödinger equation to systems that are described by the standard Schrödinger equation
(2)

is defined as the apparent intrinsic hyperpolarizability, κapp =

(SW

(CQHO

0.5
0.4

κ (2)
app

The hyperpolarizability of asymmetric potentials is non-zero,
and unlike the polarizability, its strength is sensitive to intermediate transitions. To satisfy the asymmetry of the system, two
half potentials were chosen with a single bound particle. The
fractional clipped quantum harmonic oscillator (CQHO) is defined as

(
)
 1 mω 2 x̂ − b̂ 2 for x̂ > b̂
V ( x̂ ) = 2
(25)

∞
for x̂ ≤ b̂,

(2)
κ (2) /κmax,α→1 .

0.6
0.6

)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(2)

0.8
0.8

)

Schrödinger equation to have momentum operators than never
exceed α = 1. Therefore, it follows that the fractional Laplace
operator resulting from the | p|2α /2m kinetic energy term must
be described by a fractional differential operator based on the
integer operator of second order, which places an upper bound
on the range of the fractional parameter. If a system is described
by a higher-order fractional derivative, then it most likely stems
from a kinetic energy term that is not a generalization of the
classical kinetic energy.

5
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0.7

0.8
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0.0
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α
(1)

Fig. 2. The apparent intrinsic polarizability κapp and apparent
(2)

intrinsic hyperpolarizability κapp for the CQHO (ω = 1 a.u.)
and SW (A = 1 a.u.) potentials as a function of the fractional
parameter, α.

The apparent intrinsic polarizability and apparent intrinsic
hyperpolarizability as a function of α are shown in Fig. 2
for the CQHO and SW potentials. These values are calculated using the sum-over-states expressions. The origin can be
determined below a specified threshold by solving the spacefractional Schrödinger equation and updating the offset via an
iterative process. The hyperpolarizability is more sensitive to
the value of α than the polarizability, where even a small deviation from unity causes a significant decrease in the nonlinear
response. Note that this sensitivity to α is minimized in the
particle-centric view, where moving the origin in either direction away from x̂00 will cause the polarizability and hyperpolarizability to decrease at an even faster rate as α moves away from
unity. Note that the symmetry about the origin is conserved for
the fractional wave equation. Thus, the hyperpolarizability remains zero for a particle in a symmetric potential centered at
x̂00 = 0.
The linear and nonlinear optical response trending to zero
is of no surprise after the examination of the three-level
model given by Eq. 23. The fractional dependent element
λ (α, 0, 0) suppresses the linear response while both λ (α, 0, 0)
and λ (α, 1, 1) rapidly dampen the nonlinear response. These
diagonal parameters are shown in Fig. 3 for the CQHO potential, where the linear polarizability has a similar downward
trend to λ (α, 0, 0). The hyperpolarizability is more sensitive to
α because the TRK sum rule elements used to derive Eq. 23
have additional λ elements, where the expression derived from
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problem,[37–39] where neutral matter composed of strongly interacting charged particles, baryonic or otherwise, may interact
negligibly with the electromagnetic spectrum when bound particles move far away from the p2 limit.
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Fig. 3. The λ (α, 0, 0) and λ (α, 1, 1) elements as functions of α
for the CQHO potential.

a mechanical Hamiltonian in the standard Schrödinger equation is suppressed by the λ (α, 0, 0) element and function of both
λ (α, 0, 0) and λ (α, 1, 1). The off-diagonal elements were negligibly small for all values of α and sensitive to small variations
of the ground-state expectation value with respect to the origin.

4. CONCLUSION
The nonlinear-optical coefficients in response to a static external
field were derived for systems described by the space-fractional
Schrödinger equation. The TRK sum rule elements were shown
to depend on the fractional parameter α and the wavefunctions.
The polarizability and hyperpolarizability expressions derived
from the fractional TRK sum rule for a three-level model resulted in an expression with four wavefunction-dependent parameters. These expressions resemble those obtained from relativistic corrections, where a correlation between the fractional
Schrödinger equation and the relativistic Schrödinger equation
has recently been reported.[36]
A particle-centric model was used for the fractional
Schrödinger equation with an asymmetric potential. The apparent intrinsic hyperpolarizability has been shown to decrease
at a much faster rate than the apparent intrinsic polarizability
as α decreases from unity. The sensitivity of the nonlinear response to the differential operator’s fractional power may help
explain why the hyperpolarizability is significantly lower in
experiment than some intrinsic values estimated from scaling
arguments for mesoscopic systems. Characterizing the linear
and nonlinear processes of proposed fractional quantum systems provides a method to test the applicability of the fractional
Schrödinger equation to some systems. Some systems that
strongly interact with their environment could be described by
the space-fractional Schrödinger equation with low linear and
nonlinear optical response. The approximate relationship between the space-fractional Schrödinger equation and the relativistic Schrödinger equation also predicts a lower limit for
the nonlinear optical coefficients of bound particles with semirelativistic kinetic energies. Indeed, the interaction between
light and matter appears to only be strong in the p2 kinetic
momentum limit. This damping of the linear and nonlinear
optical response could also be applied to the ‘dark matter’
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